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The class NC consists of problems olvable very fast (in time polynomial in log n) 
in parallel with a feasible (polynomial) number of processors. Many natural 
problems in NC are known; in this paper an attempt is made to identify important 
subclasses of NC and give interesting examples in each subclass. The notion of 
NC~-reducibility is introduced and used throughout (problem R is NCl-reducible to 
problem S if R can be solved with uniform log-depth circuits using oracles for S). 
Problems complete with respect o this reducibility are given for many of the sub- 
classes of NC. A general technique, the "parallel greedy algorithm," is identified and 
used to show that finding a minimum spanning forest of a graph is reducible to the 
graph accessibility problem and hence is in NC 2 (solvable by uniform Boolean cir- 
cuits of depth O( lo f  n) and polynomial size). The class LOGCFL is given a new 
characterization in terms of circuit families. The class DET of problems reducible to 
integer determinants is defined and many examples given. A new problem complete 
for deterministic polynomial time is given, namely, finding the lexicographically first 
maximal clique in a graph. This paper is a revised version of S. A. Cook, (1983, in 
"Proceedings 1983 Intl. Found. Comut. Sci. Conf.," Lecture Notes in Computer 
Science Vol. 158, pp. 78-93, Springer-Verlag, Berlin/New York). ©1985 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with the class of problems olvable very 
rapidly (in time polynomial in log n) by a parallel computer with a feasible 
(i.e., polynomial) number of processors. This class was first identified and 
characterized by Pippenger [1979], and is now commonly called NC for 
"Nick's Class" (see Cook, 1981; Dymond and Cook, 1980; Ruzzo, 1981). 
Since then the class has been shown to include a large and interesting 
variety of problems. Our task here is to give examples of these problems 
and classify them according to the methods applicable for demonstrating 
their inclusion in NC. 
* This paper is a revised and expanded version of a paper presented at the International 
Conference on "Foundations of Computation Theory" held in Borgholm, Sweden, August 
21-27, 1983. 
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A TAXONOMY OF PROBLEMS 
A great many formal parallel computer models have appeared in the 
literature (see Cook, 1981; Vishkin, 1983 for surveys). One common kind is 
the shared memory computer, in which a number of processors work 
together synchronously and communicate with a common random access 
memory. In the event of read or write conflicts in this shared memory 
several conventions are possible. The particular variation we mention here 
is the SIMDAG introduced in Goldschlager (1977; 1978; 1982) in which 
both read and write conflicts are allowed, and the lowest numbered 
processor succeeds in the case of a write conflict. One reason for favoring 
these conventions i  that the circuitry needed to implement them seems not 
to be substantially more complicated than that needed to implement a
machine which disallows read and write conflicts. A more important reason 
is that the complexity classes defined in terms of SIMDAG time have nice 
characterizations in terms of the alternion depth required on circuits 
(Chandra, Stockmeyer, and Vishkin, 1982) or alternating Turing machines 
(Ruzzo and Tompa, 1982) (see Propositions 4.6 and 4.7 below). 
At the present ime no large scale general purpose parallel computers 
have been built. Although the shared memory model seems like a good way 
to go (see Schwartz, 1980a) the arbitrariness in the detailed definition 
makes it unappealing for an enduring mathematical theory. A more attrac- 
tive model for such a theory is uniform Boolean circuit families (Borodin, 
1977). It seems that all real computers will be built from circuits, and hence 
circuits represent a more fundamental model than the others usually con- 
sidered. Also the circuit complexity of Boolean functions is an appealing 
mathematical subject hat has been studied since Shannon (1949). Finally, 
the complexity classes defined in terms of circuit families have a precise 
characterization in terms of alternating Turing machines (Ruzzo, 1981). 
Furtunately, the parallel class NC remains the same whether uniform cir- 
cuit families or shared memory computers are used to define it, although 
the subclasses NC k may be different. 
One criticism sometimes heard of this general theory of parallel com- 
puters is that real circuits must exist in 3-dimensional space and therefore 
the communication time for one parallel step must be O(nl/3). Thus it 
seems to make no sense to talk about solving problems in time O(log k n). 
The obvious answer to this criticism is that by the same reasoning, even 
sequential random access memories hould have access time D(nl/3), and 
yet it has proven very useful to assume access time O(l) or O(logn) in 
mathematical models of such machines. 
In this paper we present the following sequence of class inclusions 
(names to be defined) between NC 1 (the problems olvable by the fastest 
parallel algorithms) and FP  (or "function P," the problems olvable by 
sequential polynomial time algorithms): 
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NC ~ ~_ FL c_ NL*  ~_ 
CFL * ~ A C 1 
c_NCc_NC~_FP .  (1.1) 
DET 
In Section 2, uniform circuit families and the classes NC k are defined. In 
Section 3, examples in the fundamental c ass NC 1 are given and the notion 
of NC ~ reduction is introduced. In Section 4 the classes FL, NL*,  CFL*, 
and AC 1 are defined with examples, and the "parallel greedy algorithm" is 
explained. In Section 5 the class DET of problems reducible to computing 
integer determinants is introduced with examples. In Section 6, examples of 
problems in FP which are likely not in NC because they are complete for 
FP are given. In Section 7 the classes random NC k are defined with exam- 
ples. Finally, in Section 8 some general remarks and open questions are 
presented. 
2. UNIFORM CIRCUIT FAMILIES 
A (Boolean) circuit ~ with n inputs and m outputs is a finite directed 
acyclic graph with nodes (called gates) labelled as follows. The circuit c~ has 
k "input nodes" with indegree zero labelled x~ ..... x k, respectively. All other 
nodes of indegree zero are labelled either 0 or 1. All nodes of indegree one 
are labelled 7 .  All other nodes have indegree two and are labelled either/~ 
or V. Exactly m nodes are labelled output nodes and have labels y~ ..... Ym, 
respectively. Every input node has at least one path from it to some output 
node. We use e(c0, complexity of ~, to denote the number of nodes of c¢, 
and d(e), depth of c~, to denote the length of the longest path from some 
input to some output. The circuit c~ computes a function 
f :  {0, 1 )k--* {0, 1} m in the obvious way. 
In general, we are interested in computing a function f= ( f , ) ,  where 
fn: {0, 1}g(n)~ {0, 1} h(n), and g(n) is monotone strictly increasing and 
g(n) = n°(~)(i.e., g(n)= O(n C) for some constant c). (The function f will be 
treated as the union over n off~.) A circuit family with input size g and 
output size h is a sequence (~n), where ~n is a circuit with g(n) inputs and 
h(n) outputs. The family (an)  computes the functionfiff  ~'o computes f , for 
all n. 
For example, the function "directed graph transitive closure" has 
g(n) = h(n)= n 2. The argument x for f~(x) is a string of n 2 bits representing 
the n x n adjacency matrix row by row for an n-node digraph G. The value 
fn(x) is a string of n 2 bits representing the transitive closure of G. 
In many cases, we do not want our circuit to compute a single-valued 
function, but rather to find one value of a multiple-valued function. For 
example, if we want to find a spanning forest in an undirected graph, the 
solution may not be unique, and any correct answer will do. This motivates 
the following: 
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DEFINITION. A problem R (with size parameters g and h) (similar to 
search problem in Garey and Johnson, 1979) is a family (Rn) of binary 
relations uch that R,, _c {0, 1 } g(n) x {0, 1 }h(,). (The problem R will also be 
treated as the binary relation whidh is the union over n of R,.) A circuit 
family (Tn) solves the problem R iff the function ( f , )  computed by (c~n) 
realizes R in the following sense: For each n and each x in {0, 1} g(n), if 
Rn(x, y) holds for some y, then Rn(x, fn(x)) holds. 
Note that if we identify a function f with the problem which is the graph 
off,  then in particular a circuit family solves the function it computes. 
To illustrate the above definition, if the problem R is to find a spanning 
forest, then R,,(x, y) holds whenever x codes an n-node undirected graph G 
and y codes a spanning forest for G. The family (c~n) solves R iff for all n, 
when the inputs to ~, code an n-node graph G, the outputs to % code a 
spanning forest for G. 
In this paper we restrict our attention to "uniform" circuit families; that 
is, families (c~,,) for which some algorithm, given n, easily generates the nth 
circuit c~,. There are several reasons for requiring uniformity. First, one 
may want to exhibit c~, for various values of n, and this will not always be 
feasible without some uniformity condition. Second, realistic parallel 
machine models such as SIMDAGs are naturally uniform and their com- 
puting power can be compared to uniform circuit families, but not very 
well with non-uniform families. Finally, uniform circuit families define com- 
plexity classes which have interesting relationships with traditional classes 
defined by time and space. 
Postponing for the moment he exact definition of uniform, we will now 
define NC. 
DEFINITION. NC k is the set of all problems R solvable by a uniform cir- 
cuit family (~, )  with c(~,)=n °~11 (i.e., c(c~) is bounded by some 
polynomial in n) and d(7,)= O(log k n). NC= Oh NC k. 
The definition of uniform we adopt here is the one introduced and called 
UE, uniform by Ruzzo (1981). The reason for this choice is that it is the 
weakest definition for which we have a proof of Proposition 2.1 below for 
all k ~> 1. We will not define UE, uniform here, since the discussion in the 
following paragraphs explains it sufficiently for our purposes. 
Proposition 2.1 concerns alternating Turing machines (ATMs) (see Chan- 
dra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer, 1981; Ruzzo, 1980). (The reader unfamiliar 
with ATMs could skip Proposition 2.1.) Our ATMs differ from the usual 
ones because they compute functions and solve problems instead of 
recognizing sets. To explain how they do this, let us say that the set Af 
associated with the function f :  {0, 1}*~ {0, 1}* is A~= {(x, i ) l the ith 
bit of f(x) is l }. (Note that a function f is in NC ~ iff the characteristic 
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function of Ay is in NC k and is polynomially bounded; i.e., I f(x)l = I xl o(1 ~.) 
We say that an ATM M computes f iff M recognizes Af and f is 
polynomially bounded. Finally, M solves a problem R iff M computes ome 
function f which realizes R (see the definition of " (~ ) solves R"). 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Ruzzo, 1981). For all k >~ 1, R is in NC k iff R is 
solved by some ATM in time O(log k n) and space O(log n). 
A more common and  simpler (though perhaps worse) definition of 
uniformity is the following: The family (~, )  is log-space uniform iff some 
deterministic Turing machine will for all n, when presented with n in binary 
on its input tape, generate a description G of an on its output tape using 
work-tape space O(logc(~,)). We use the notation NC k (log-space 
uniform) to refer to NC k when "uniform" means "log-space uniform." 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Ruzzo, 1981). NC 1 ~_NCl(log-space uniform) and for 
k >1 2, NC k = NCk(log-space uniform). 
Note that according to Proposition 2.2, NC= NC (log-space uniform). 
In fact, NC can also be characterized in terms of shared memory computers 
as those problems solvable in time polynomial in log n by a polynomial 
number of processors. Thus the class NC is to a large extent independent of
the exact parallel computer model used to define it. 
When showing that a problem is in NC k for k t> 2 by constructing a cir- 
cuit family ( "n)  which solves it, log-space uniform is a sufficient unifor- 
mity condition. However, for k = 1, the apparently stronger condition of 
UE. uniform is needed. This stronger condition is usually easily met, 
although in some cases such as the divisibility predicate (see Sect. 3) we do 
not know how to meet it. The definition of UE. uniform demands that the 
so-called "extended connection language" (Ruzzo, 1981) for (c~n) can be 
recognized by an ATM in time O(log n). A sufficient condition for this is 
that some deterministic Turing machine, given n in binary, a gate number 
g, a path_p___ff_{L, R } * of length O(log n), and parameter y, can determine in 
space ,,/log n whether y describes the gate reached in ~n by tracing the path 
p back towards the inputs from fate g. Since a Turing machine which is 
allowed space up to the square root of its input length is very powerful, 
there is usually no difficulty in verifying this condition for families ( , , )  
which are intuitively uniform. 
We will have occasion to use a third and weaker notion of uniformity. 
Let us say that ("n)  is P-uniform iff the transformation n ~  is com- 
putable by a deterministic Turing machine in time bounded by a 
polynomial in c(~n). Then NCk~NC k (log-space uniform)___NC k (P- 
uniform) for all k>~ 1. Probably P-uniform is the most general notion of 
uniformity consistent with our earlier criterion that one should be able to 
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feasibly exhibit c~n given n. The integer division problem is in NC ~ (P- 
uniform) (see Sect. 3). In general, we conjecture that NC is a proper subset 
of NC (P-uniform). 
3. THE CLASS NC 1 AND NC 1 REDUCIBILITY 
Recall that NC ~ consists of all problems olvable by a uniform circuit 
family of depth O(logn), where n is the number of input bits (the 
polynomial size bound is redundant in this case). Examples of functions in 
NC ~ are: the sum or product of 2 integers of n bits each, the sum of n 
integers of n bits each, integer or Boolean matrix multiplication, and 
sorting n integers of n bits each. Circuits for these functions are described in 
(Savage, 1976; Borodin, Cook, and Pippenger, 1983; Muller and 
Preparata, 1975). 
Integer division (finding the quotient and remainder of two n-bit 
integers) is not known to be in NC ~ (it is easily in NC2). Recently it has 
been shown (Beame, Cook, and Hoover, 1984) to be in NC ~ (P-uniform), 
along with finding the product of n n-bit integers. The smallest depth 
known for a log-space uniform family of polynomial size circuits for 
division is O(log n log log n) (Reif, 1983) (these circuits are probably also 
UE. uniform). Also the divisibility relation and finding the product of n 
integers modulo a small (of size O(n)) integer are in NC ~ (log-space 
uniform) (see Beame, Cook, and Hoover, 1984), thus showing these 
problems are solvable on a deterministic Turing machine in log space. 
In the study of sequential time complexity, polynomial time reducibility 
(in its two forms "Cook" and "Karp" (Garey and Johnson, 1979)) has 
become standard, and in the study of space complexity log space 
reducibility (usually in its "Karp" or many-one form) is used (Jones and 
Laaser, 1977). In the study of parallel computation, it seems to me that 
NC 1 reducibility is appropriate. One possible definition is to say that a set 
A is many-one NC ~ reducible to a set B iff there is an NC 1 computable 
function f such that for all x, x eA  iff f (x )eB .  However, here we are 
interested not just in sets, but in computing functions and solving 
problems, so the "Turing" (or "Cook") version of reducibility is most 
useful. 
DEFINITION. A problem R is NC'  reducible to S (written R ~< S) iff there 
is a UE. uniform family {e, )  of circuits for solving R, where 
d(~,)= O(log n), and c~n is allowed to have oracle nodes for S. An oracle 
node for S is a node with some sequence {Yl,..., Yr) of input edges and a 
sequence (z, ..... Zs) of output edges whose values satisfy 
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S(yl "" Yr, Zl ""zs). For the purpose of defining depth in en, this oracle 
node counts as depth [-log(r + s)q. 
A similar definition for the case of sets is found in (Wilson, 1983). It is 
not hard to check that ~< is transitive and reflexive. The closure C* of a 
class C of problems (under ~< ) consists of all problems R such that R ~< S 
for some S in C. The class C is closed iff C = C*. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The class NC k is closed under <~ for all k >~ 1. 
Proof Suppose R<<.S and SeNC k. Suppose (~n) realizes the reduc- 
tion R ~< S, and (fin) solves S in NC k. Then a family (Tn) for solving R in 
NC k can be constructed by letting 7n be en with each oracle node for Sm 
replaced by tim" TO check for example, that d(Tn) = O(log k n), consider any 
path p in 7~ and suppose p hits instances tim1, tim2 ..... of circuits substituted 
for oracle nodes in ~n. Then the length of p is at most 
d(fimj) + O(log n) = O(Z log k mj) + O(log n) = O(log k n), where the last 
bound follows since ~ log  mj= O(logn). The uniformity of (Tn) can be 
proved from the uniformity of (c~,) and (fin). 
DEFINITION. A problem R is hard (or NC 1 hard) for the class C iff S ~< R 
for all S in C. Further, R is complete (or NClcomplete) for C iff R is hard 
for C and R e C. 
The following obvious proposition is an abstract analog for NC 1 
reducibility of the well-known fact that if a set is NP complete, then its is in 
P iff P=NP.  
PROPOSITION 3.2. I f  the class C is closed under <~ and C ~_ D, and if the 
problem R is complete for D, then R e C iff C = D. 
Each of the sets C in the list of inclusions (1.1) in Section 1 is in fact 
closed under ~<. Hence each time we show that a problem R is complete 
for a class D occurring later in the list we give evidence that R is not in C. 
At least a proof that R is in C would solve an open question (namely, 
whether C= D) in the "wrong way." 
4. OTHER CLASSES AND THE PARALLEL GREEDY ALGORITHM 
Let FL be the class of problems realized by functions computable in 
space O(logn) on a deterministic Turing machine, where the output is 
placed on a special write-only tape which does not participate in the space 
bound. Let L be the class if sets (regarded as 0-1 functions) recognized in 
space O(log n) on a deterministic Turing machine. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. FL = L*, and hence NC 1 ~_ FL. 
To show FL ~ L*, note that if a function f is in FL, then the set A r 
(defined before Proposition 2.1) is in L, andf~<A s. To show L* ~_FL, we 
use the simulation of depth-bounded circuits by space-bounded Turing 
machines given in Borodin (1977). 
Two examples of problems in FL are (1) undirected graph acyclicity 
(Cook, 198l), and (2) finding the product of two permutations where input 
and output permutations are represented as products of disjoint cycles. 
Both of these are NC 1 complete for FL; the first by an adaptation of a 
proof in Hong (1980), and the second by an argument in McKenzie and 
Cook (in preparation). A third problem in FL not known to be in NC 1 is 
the Boolean formula value problem (Lynch, 1977). This problem is 
probably not complete for FL, because it can be solved by circuits of depth 
O(log n log log n) (Gupta, 1985). 
Let NL be the class of sets accepted by a nondeterministic machine in 
space O(log n). Examples of sets complete for NL are the directed graph 
accessibility problem, directed k-connectivity, and unsatisfiability of2-CNF 
Boolean formulas (Jones, Lien, and Laaser, 1976). 
Let NL* be the closure of NL (as a class of 0-1 functions) under ~<. Of 
course every problem complete for NL is also complete for NL*. Examples 
of problems for NL* which are more naturally expressed as functions than 
sets are transitive closure of a Boolean matrix (i.e., directed graph transitive 
closure), and the shortest path problem for graphs with positive edge 
weights expressed in unary notation. 
An example of a problem in NL* which is probably not complete is the 
knapsack problem with unary weights (Tompa, 1984). An example which 
may or may not be complete is computing a topological sort of a directed 
acyclic graph. This problem is certainly complete if one requires the 
algorithm to state whether or not the input graph is acyclic, but otherwise 
its completeness is unknown. Topological sort appears in Ruzzo's list 
(Ruzzo, 1980a) of NC 2 problems and has a published NC 2 algorithm in 
Dekel, Nassimi, and Sahni, (1981). Recently, Ruzzo (Ruzzo, 1984) devised 
the following simple NL* algorithm for topological sort: Compute the 
transitive closure; sum the columns, giving the number of predecessors of
each node; then sort nodes by these numbers. 
Here is another interesting example. 
PROPOSTTION 4.2. The problem of finding a minimum spanning forest for 
an n-node undirected graph with n-bit positive integer weights is in NL* (and 
hence in NC2). 
The proof is a parallel version of the sequential greedy algorithm (see 
Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982, for example). Let G=(V,E)  be the 
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input graph, and for any set E' ___ E of edges let rank (E') be the number of 
edges in a spanning forest for G(E'), the graph spanned by E'. Then rank 
(E') is the number of vertices in G(E') minus the number of connected 
components in G(E'). The number of components in G(E') can be com- 
puted in NL* by computing the transitive closure of G(E') in NL* and 
using this to count in NC 1 the number of vertices i in G(E') which are not 
connected to any vertex j in G(E') with j<  i. The parallel greedy algorithm 
proceeds by first sorting in NC 1 the edges {el, e2 ..... er} = E of G according 
to increasing weight and then outputting each edge ei which satisfies the 
condition: 
rank(el ..... ei) > rank(el ..... ei_ 1). 
The fact that these edges form a minimum weight spanning forest follows 
from Proposition4.3 below, and from the fact that the rank function 
defined above satisfies the matroid axioms in a matroid whose bases are 
the spanning forests of G. Note that NL* ~_ NC 2 by Borodin (1977). 
PROPOSmON 4.3 (Parallel greedy algorithm). Let E be a finite set with 
a positive weight associated with each element of E, and suppose {el,..., er ) is 
a list of the elements of E in increasing order of weight. Suppose a function 
rank(U) is defined on the subsets of E which satisfies the matroid axioms. 
Then the set B = {ei I rank(el ..... ei) > rank(el ..... el-1)} is a matroid base of 
minimum total weight. 
The proof is similar to the justification of the sequential greedy algorithm 
(Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982). This proposition is an abstraction of 
the method escribed in Borodin, von zur Gathen, and Hopcroft (1982) for 
finding a column basis for a matrix. The method yields a fast parallel 
algorithm whenever the rank function can be computed quickly in parallel. 
The class LOGCFL consists of all sets log space reducible to the class 
CFL of context free languages. (Here A is log space reducible to B iff there 
is some log space computable function f such that for all x, x cA iff 
f (x )  e B.) Sudborough (1978) characterized LOGCFL as those sets accep- 
ted by a nondeterministic auxiliary pushdown machine in log space and 
polynomial time. Sudborough's proof that every set accepted by a non- 
deterministic auxiliary PDM in log space and polynomial time is log-space 
reducible to CFL actually shows that the reduction is via an NC ~ com- 
putable function. Thus LOGCFL=NCICFL,  where the latter class is 
defined by replacing "log-space reducible" by "many-one NC ~ reducible" 
(i.e., the reducing function must be NC ~ computable) in the definition of 
LOGCFL. Note that Sudborough's characterization implies that 
NL~_LOGCFL. Ruzzo (1980b) further characterized LOGCFL as those 
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sets accepted by an ATM in log space and polynomial tree size, and proved 
LOGCFL c NC 2. 
A third interesting characterization f LOGCFL comes from the work of 
Skyum and Valiant (1981). A Boolean circuit e with negations only at its 
leaves (inputs) can be regarded as computing a polynomial in its input 
variables and their negations over the Boolean semiring in which + is v 
and • is /x. The degree of this polynomial is then by definition the degree 
(denoted egree(e)) of the circuit. 
In the following proposition, we assume the circuits en have negations 
only at their leaves. 
PROPOSITION 4.4 LOGCFL is the class of sets recognizable by a uniform 
family (e  n > of Boolean circuits with degree (en)= n °(1) and c(en)= n °~1). 
Remark. If the word "uniform" is deleted the class of sets so defined is 
called pdC in Skyum and Valiant (1981). 
Proof That such families <en> compute sets in LOGCFL follows from 
Ruzzo's (1980b) characterization f LOGCFL mentioned above, using the 
techniques for ATMs simulating circuits developed in Ruzzo (1981). Con- 
versely, we first note that every context-free language can be recognized by 
such a circuit family by Example 2 p. 250 of Skyum and Valiant (1981). 
Hence every set many-one NC 1 reducible to CFL is so recognized 
(negations can be pushed to the leaves in the reducing NC ~ circuit and the 
degree of the resulting NC 1 circuit is always polynomial in n). Finally, the 
result follows from the earlier remark that LOGCFL = NCICFL. 
The above proof gives rise to an interesting problem complete for 
LOGCFL under many-one NC 1 reducibility, namely, the circuit value 
problem for monotone Boolean formulas of degree at most n (the number 
of inputs). 
A second complete problem for LOGCFL is Greibach's hardest context- 
free language (Greibach, 1973). Problems in LOGCFL which may not be 
complete are the monotone planar circuit value problem (Dymond and 
Cook, 1980), bounded valence subtree isomorphism (Ruzzo, 1981), and 
basic dynamic programming problems (Goldschlager, 1977, 1978, 1982). 
The latter are more naturally expressed as relations or functions than sets, 
so it seems that a natural class to consider is CFL* (the closure of CFL 
under ~< ). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. LOGCFL ~_ CFL*. 
This follows immediately from the earlier remark that LOGCFL= 
NC1CFL. 
The above inclusion is proper, because CFL* contains functions other 
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than 0 1 functions. In addition, it is reasonable to conjecture that not all 
0-1 functions in CFL* are in LOGCFL. This is because the sets (i.e., the 
0-1 functions) in CFL* are closed under complementation, but while the 
graph accessibility problem is in NL and therefore in LOGCFL, its com- 
plement does not appear to be in LOGCFL. 
An example of a dynamic programming problem in CFL* is computing 
the minimum cost order of multiplying a string of n matrices (see Aho, 
Hopcraft, and Ullman, 1974, for a dynamic programming solution to the 
problem and Goldschlager, 1977, 1978, 1982, for the method of putting 
such problems into CFL*). Of course, the problems complete for LOGCFL 
mentioned above are also complete for CFL*. 
It turns out that all functions in CFL* can be computed on a SIMDAG 
(see the Introduction) in time O(log n). To state a more general form of 
this result we introduce the following terminology. 
DEFINITION. AC k, for k = 1, 2,..., is the class of all problems olvable by 
an ATM in space O(log n) and alternation depth O(log k n). 
PROPOSITION 4.6. (Ruzzo and Tompa ). AC k is the class of all 
functions computable on a SIMDAG in O(log ~ n) time with n °(1) processors. 
A sim~l.~r characterization f "nonuniform AC k'', defined in terms of cir- 
cuits with unbounded fan-in for "and" and "or," appears in Chandra, 
Stockmeyer, and Vishkin (1982). In fact, AC k itself has a characterization 
analogous to the definition of NC k (see Proposition 2.1). 
Let us say the direct connection language (DCL) (see Ruzzo, 1981), for a 
family (~n) of circuits with unbounded fan-in for "and" and "or" consists 
of codes for all triples (n, u, v) such that node u is an input to node v in 
e~, together with codes for triples (n, u, l), where the label, l indicates 
what sort of gate node u is in c¢n. We say that (c~n) is uniform if this DCL 
has deterministic space complexity O(log n). 
PROPOSITION 4.7 (Cook and Ruzzo, 1983). AC ~ consists of those 
problems olvable by uniform unbounded fan-in circuit families in O(log k n) 
depth and n°(1)size. 
It turns out that the above proposition still holds if the definition of 
uniform is weakened to simply require that the DCL is in AC k. 
By Proposition 2.1 of Ruzzo (1981) it follows that AC ~ ~_NC ~+1. One 
way to see this using unbounded fan-in circuits is that each "or" gate or 
"and" gate has fan-in n °(1) and hence can be replaced by a tree of depth 
O(log n) of fan-in two gates. In particular, AC 1 c_ NC 2. 
Ruzzo (1980b) showed LOGCFL~_AC 1. Since AC 1 is closed under 
(as can be seen from Proposition 4.7), we have 
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PROPOSITION 4.8. CFL* c__ AC j 
By putting Propositions 4.6 and 4.8 together we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.9. All problems described so far are solvable by SIM- 
DAG's in O(log n) time with n °¢1) processors. This applies in particular to 
context-free language recognition and finding a minimum spanning forest in 
an undirected graph (Awerbuch and Shiloach, 1983; Reif, 1982). 
An example in AC 1 not known to be in CFL* is the shortest path 
problem in an undirected graph with positive integer edge weights presen- 
ted in binary notation. That this is in AC 1 follows by rain-plus matrix 
powering (Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman, 1974). If the edge weights are 
presented in unary notation, the problem is in NL*. 
5. THE CLASS DET 
Let intdet be the problem of computing det(A) given an n x n matrix A of 
n-bit integers, and let matpow be the problem of computing the powers 
A 1, A 2,..., A n, given such an A. Since integer matrix multiplication is in NC ~ 
it is easy to see that matpow is in NC z. 
Csansky (1976) was the first to show that the problem of computing the 
determinant of an n x n matrix over a field of characteristic zero can be 
solved using an algebraic circuit of depth O( lo f  n) and polynomial size. 
This statement does not imply the fact that intdet is in NC 2 because the 
algebraic circuit charges depth one for plus and times, whereas these 
operations require log depth for integers using Boolean circuits. However, 
a study of Csansky's method, using the fact that iterated integer addition is 
in NC ~, does show that intdet is in NC 2. Recently Berkowitz (1984) gives 
an alternative algebraic ircuit for determinant which makes it clear that 
intdet<~matpow (recall ~< means "is NC 1 reducible to"). Borodin et al. 
(1983) gives an explicit construction showing how to adopt Berkowitz's 
algebraic ircuits for determinant to give NC z Boolean circuits not only for 
intdet, but for bit representations of determinants over other rings, such as 
the polynomials with integer coefficients. (For a general discussion of the 
algebraic versus bit points of view in complexity theory, see Borodin, 
1982.) 
Since many problems in NC 2 are reducible to intdet, we make the follow- 
ing 
DEFINITION. DET= { intdet } * = { RIR <~ intdet }. 
It is clear that the problem "iterated integer product" (given n-bit 
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integers al, a2 ..... an compute their product ala2""an) is in DET by com- 
puting the determinant of the matrix with al,..., an on the diagonal and 
zeroes elsewhere. Since integer division ~< intdet (see Hoover, 1979; Reif, 
1983; or Beame, Cook, and Hoover, 1984), it follows that the former 
problem is in DET. 
A large class of problems in DET comes from the following: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. NL * ~ DET. 
Proof It suffices to show that the graph accessibility problem is 
reducible to intdet, since the former is complete for NL. Let A be the 
adjacency matrix of an n-node digraph G and assume A has zeros on the 
diagonal. Then the i, jth element of A k, where A is treated as an integer 
matrix, is the number of paths of length k from i to j in G. For any e with 
0<~< IIAII-1 (where HAll is the norm of A) we have, setting M=I-~A,  
M- l= ( I -eA)  -1 = I+eA + (~;A)2 + . " .  
Therefore, the i, jth element of M-  1 is nonzero iff there is a path from i to j 
in G. Since M-1 = adj(M)/det(M), and we can take e = 1In (since I[A LI < n), 
we have, multiplying M by l/z, 
path in G from 1 to n i f fdet ( (n I -A) [n]  1])¢0,  
where [n I 1 ] indicates the deletion of the nth row and first column. 
PROPOSmON 5.2. The following problems are complete for DET: 
(1) intdet (integer determinant) 
(2) matpow (matrix powering) 
(3) itmatprod (iterated matrix product) 
Input: n n x n matrices with n-bit integer entries 
Output: their product 
(4) matinv (integer matrix inverse) 
Input: n x n matrix A with n-bit integer entries 
Output: A 1 in the form (adj(A), det(A)), where all entries are 
integers with n 2 + I-log2 n-I + 1 bits. 
Proof (a) intdet <~ matpow: (see Berkowitz, 1984). 
(b) matpow<,matinv: (see Borodin, 1982). Let N be the n2xn 2 
rffatrix consisting of n x n blocks which are all zero except for n - 1 copies 
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of A above the diagonal of zero blocks. 
( I _N) - I= I+N+N2+ ... +N ~ 1= 
I i  A A 2 I A 
... An-l] 
Then N n=0 and 
(c) matinv<~intdet: All entries of adj(A) are determinants of minors 
of A with appropriate sign. 
(d) matpow<~itmatprod: Obvious. 
(e) itmatprod<~ matpow: Let A1,..., An be n x n matrices, and let B be 
an (n2+n)x (17 2 +n)  matrix consisting of n x/7 blocks which are all zero 
except for A1,..., An appearing above the diagonal of zero blocks. Then B n 
has the product A1A2""An in the upper right corner. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.2. Clearly the inverse of 
matrices over the rationals (expressed as integer pairs (numerator, 
denominator)) and solutions of nonsingular systems of linear equations 
over the rationals are also in DET. It is not clear that these problems are 
complete for DET (unless they are artificially formulated) because although 
the determinant of an integer matrix can be expressed as a quotient of 
integers using solutions to these problems, I do not see how to reduce 
integer division to them. 
One can add many other problems to DET. The method in Berkowitz 
(1984) actually shows how to compute the coefficients of the characteristic 
polynomial det(2I-A) given an oracle for matrix powering, so this 
problem is in DET (and complete). This shows how to compute the coef- 
ficients of a polynomial (x -a l ) (x -a2) ' " (x -an)  in DET, so the 
Lagrange interpolation polynomials are in DET. Hence polynomial inter- 
polation over the rationals is in DE7: This allows us to solve all the 
problems listed in Proposition 5.2 in DET even when the matrix entries are 
polynomials with a fixed number of variables (or rational functions) over 
the integers or rationals by polynomial evaluation and interpolation. Hence 
by Borodin, Cook, and Pippenger (1983) the problems of computing the 
completion of a stochastic matrix and simulating a log n space-bounded 
probabilistic Turing machine are in DET. 
Another source of problems in DET is Borodin et al (1982) and von zur 
Gathen (1983) in which algebraic reductions to computing determinants 
are given. From these we can conclude, for example, that computing the 
greatest common divisor of n univariate polynomials over the rationals is 
in DET. Also according to Ibarra, Moran, and Rosier (1980) computing 
the rank of a matrix over the rationals can be reduced to computing 
643/64/1-3-2 
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characteristic polynomials, so this problem is in DET. In Borodin et al. 
(1982) it is shown how to find a column basis for a matrix (using the 
parallel greedy algorithm: see Proposition 4.3) once the rank can be com- 
puted, and show how this can be used to find a general solution to a 
singular system of linear equations. Hence this problem is in DET, in case 
the ground field is the rationals. 
6. PROBLEMS NC 1 COMPLETE FOR FP  
Let FP be the class of all problems realized (see Sect. 2) by functions 
computable in polynomial time on a deterministic Turing machine. Since at 
present we cannot prove FP va NC ~ the best way to indicate that a problem 
in FP is probably not in NC is to prove that it is complete for FP. (Such 
arguments are usually stated with respect o log space reducibility, but in 
fact the proof usually shows that NC ~ reducibility applies as well.) If R is 
NC ~ complete for FP and R is in NC,. then FP = NC, an unlikely result (see 
Proposition 3.2). 
Examples of problems complete for FP are the circuit value problem 
(Ladner, 1975) (either monotone or planar Goldschlager, 1977), linear 
programming (Khachian, 1979; Dobkin, Lipton, and Reiss, 1979), and 
maximum network flow (with capacities given .in binary notation) 
(Goldschlager, Shaw, and Staples, 1982). See Jones and Laaser (1977) for 
several others. Here is one new one: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Finding the lexicographically first maximal clique in an 
undirected graph is NC 1 complete for FP. 
Proof We show how to reduce the monotone circuit value problem to 
the above problem. Given a monotone Boolean circuit e (with each input 
assigned 0 or 1) we construct a graph G such that each gate v of ~ is 
associated with node v' and v" of G. This will be done in such a way that 
the lexicographically first clique C of G includes v' iff the value v(v) of v in 
is 1, and C includes v" if v(v) = 0. We assume that the gates and inputs of 
are ordered topologically with the inputs first and the output last. If the 
gates and inputs are ordered (vl, v2 ..... vk) then the nodes of G are ordered 
! t t  ! t t  t t !  ! (vl, vl, v2, v2 ..... vk, vk), except he order of (vi, v~') may be reversed. If v 
is an input labelled 1 then v' is adjacent o all precding nodes and v" is 
adjacent o no preceding nodes. If v is an input labelled 0 then these con- 
ditions are reversed, except v' and v" are never adjacent. If v is an "and" 
gate with inputs u and w, then v' is adjacent o all preceding nodes except 
u" and w", and v" is adjacent to all preceding nodes except v'. If v is an "or" 
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gate, then v" precedes v', v" is adjacent to all preceding nodes except u' and 
w', and v' is adjacent to all preceding nodes except v". 
Proposition 6.1 suggests that finding the first maximal clique in a graph 
is not solvable in NC. An interesting contrast o this result is provided by 
the recent result of Karp and Wigderson (1984) who show that finding 
some maximal clique is in fact in NC. 
7. RANDOM NC 
The class BPP (Gill, 1977) can be defined as the class of all sets 
recognizable in polynomial time by a probabilistic Turing machine with 
error probability at most ¼. Similarly one can define RNC (random NC) to 
be the class of problems olvable by probabilistic ircuits in polylog depth 
and polynomial time. More precisely, a problem R is in RNC k iff it is 
realized by a function f computed by a uniform family (c~n) of 
probabilistic circuits with bitwise error probability at most ¼, where 
d(%) = O(log k n) and c(c~n) -= n °(1). Here a probabilistic circuit is a Boolean 
circuit with ordinary inputs x and "coin tossing" inputs y. The probability 
that a particular output bit v is 1 is defined to be the fraction of input 
strings y such that the value of v is 1 when c~ nhas inputs (x, y). If each bit 
of f (x )  is computed correctly with probability at least 3, then one can 
arrange many circuits in parallel each computing the same bit, and a 
majority vote can be taken to obtain a reliable value. Thus if R is in RNC k 
under the above definition, then for each l some other uniform family (fin) 
of probabilistic ircuits with polynomial size and O(log k n) depth computes 
all bits of the function f realizing R correctly with the probability of one or 
more errors at most 2-nt 
If R is in RNC k, then using the techniques of Adleman (1978) one can 
show that R is in "nonuniform NC k'', that is, NC k with the uniformity 
restriction removed. 
NC is contained in RNC almost by definition, but it is of course not 
clear whether RNC is a subclass of NC, or even of FP, although certainly 
RNC ~_ BPP. Since it seems unlikely that FP ~_ RNC, a proof that R is hard 
for FP (under NC 1, NC ~, RNC k, or log-space reducibility) is a strong 
indication that R is not in RNC. (Equivalently a proof that R is in RNC is 
a strong indication that R is not hard for FP.) 
A number of problems in RNC 2 appear in Borodin et al. (1982, see also 
von zur Gathen, 1983). Examples are finding the rank of a matrix (and 
solving possibly singular systems of linear equations) over a finite field, and 
finding the size of a maximum matching in a bipartite graph (or an 
arbitrary undirected graph (Feather, 1984). These methods are extended in 
Feather to show that the size of the maximum flow in a network with edge 
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capacities expressed in unary is in RNC 2. (When edge capacities are 
expressed in binary the problem is complete for FP (Golschlager et al., 
1982). In Schwartz (1980b) it is shown that testing the singularity of a 
matrix of polynomials in many variables is in RNC 2. Recently it has been 
shown (McKenzie, 1984; McKenzie and Cook, 1983) that the abelian per- 
mutation group membership problem and related problems are in RNC 3. 
8. CONCLUSION AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
The title of this paper advertises more than I have delivered, since I have 
mainly discussed problem in NC 2 (and a few in RNC 2) as opposed to 
problems in general with fast parallel algorithms. We might define the lat- 
ter class to be those problems which are solvable in parallel in time 
polynomial in log n ("polylog time") with no restriction on the number of 
processors (or circuit size, in the circuit model). This class is, by the 
"parallel computation thesis" (Goldschlager, 1977, 1978, 1982; Pratt and 
Stockmeyer, 1976; Borodin, 1977), equal to polylog space. I find it 
interesting that very few natural problems in the last class have come to my 
attention which are not in NC. One notable exception is the problem of 
determining whether two groups, presented by their multiplication tables, 
are isomorphic. This can be solved in space O(log 2 n) by taking advantage 
of the fact that a group with n elements has a set of generators of size at 
most log2 n (Lipton, Snyder, and Zalcstein, 1976; Miller, 1978). I know of 
no NC solution to this problem, or even any polynomial time solution. 
• Within NC (and RNC) I have stuck to NC 2 (and RNC2), partly because 
when I wrote the earlier version (Cook, 1983) of this paper there were few 
natural examples known to be RNC and not known to be in RNC.  
Recently more examples have come to light, and it is worth mentioning 
some of these (and some earlier ones). First are problems of the form find a 
maximal (or minimal) subset subject to restrictions. For example, Lev 
(1980) shows that finding a maximal (not maximum) matching in a bipar- 
tite graph is in NC 5, and recently Karp and Wigderson (1984) show that 
finding a maximal independent set in a graph is in NC 5.1 The techniques in 
the last paper may well apply to other maximality problems and open up a 
new field of research: Classifying maximality problems according to their 
parallel complexity. 
Other examples in RNC but maybe not in RNC 2 are the Abelian per- 
1 Improved to NC 2 in Luby, M. (1985), A simple algorithm for the maximal independent set 
problem, in "Proc. 17th ACM Sympos. Theory of Comput." pp. 1 10. 
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mutation group membership roblem and related problems (shown to be 
in RNC 3 in McKenzie and Cook (1983), and the problem of recognizing 
whether a permutation group is nilpotent (shown to be in NC 4 in McKen- 
zie, 1984). In fact, these two references give other such problems, and 
suggest here may be a rich class of examples. 
We summarize below the class inclusions mentioned in this paper: 
, CFL* ~_ AC ~ 
NC I ~_FL ~_NL ~_ 
DET  
NC 2 ~ NC 
DSPACE(( log  n) °(~)) 
c 
-FP  
Natural examples complete for each of the above classes (suggesting that 
the inclusion immediately to the left of the class might be proper) have 
been given, with the exceptions of AC 1, NC 2, NC, and 
DSPACE(( log  n)°~l)). There is provably no complete problem for this last 
class, and there is none either for NC unless NC= NC k for some k. An 
intriguing open question is to find natural complete problems for AC 1 and 
NC 2. (The word "natural" precludes having "log n" or "log z n" appear in 
the statement of a problem. Of course the circuit value problem for circuits 
of depth at most log2n is complete for NC2). It is interesting to note that 
all our examples in NC 2 are in fact either in AC ~ or in DET. The question 
of whether DET= NC 2 has an interesting algebraic analog (see Valiant, 
1979; Valiant, Skyum. Berkowitz, and Rackoff, 1983). 
It would be nice to show that DET and CFL* are comparable. It seems 
unlikely that DET~AC ~ (and hence unlikely that DETc_CFL* ) ,  since 
interger matrix powering is in DET, and if A n is computed by repeated 
squaring then log n stages are required and each stage requires unbounded 
alternation depth by Furst, Saxe, and Sipser (1981). 
Of course it would require a breakthrough in complexity theory to prove 
NC ~ ~ FP, and hence a breakthrough to prove any two of the above classes 
are unequal (excluding DSPACE ((log n)°~l))). 
It would be nice to show that the problems in RNC mentioned in Sec- 
tion 7 are in NC. Among the interesting problems in FP not known to be 
either complete for FP or in (random) NC are integer greatest common 
divisors, computing a b rood c (a, b, c positive integers presented in binary) 
and testing membership in an arbitrary permutation group (McKenzie, 
1984). Another such problem mentioned in Cook (1983) was solved 
recently by Karp, Upfal, and Wigderson, (1985). They showed how to find 
a maximum matching in a graph in RNC. 
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